WEEK OF REPORT (02/04/2019 - 02/08/2019)
level 3 and 4 curtain wall complete
level 1 and 2 curtain wall begins
level 4 fireproofing continues
level 4 MEP rough-in
basement painting continues
stair E erection continues
level 4 shaft wall framing begins
passenger elevator install continues

NEXT WEEK
level 1 and 2 curtain wall continues
level 4 fireproofing complete
level 4 MEP rough-in continues
stair E erection continues
basement paint continues
stair C concrete treads
level 4 shaft wall framing continues

TWO WEEK LOOK AHEAD
level 1 and 2 curtain wall continues
level 4 MEP rough-in continues
stair A erection begins
basement painting continues
level 4 shaft wall framing complete